
CLIPSENING                                                                                          Listening through videoclips       

Video #052: Americans Don't Understand English - The Jonathan Ross Show

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wSw3IWRJa0

Level: 1-2 BACH Variety: British

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Objectives:

●  American English vs British English     ●  Having good sense of humour at learning vocabulary 

BEFORE (10')

Activity 1. Here is a list of words, try to put them in the correct column:

fall  ● elevator ● zip ● trash can ● flat ● color ● dialogue ● pavement ● football ● soccer ●

sidewalk ● apartment ● dustbin ● freeway ● zipper ● autumn ● lift ● motorway ● dialog ● colour 

American English British English

fall autumn

elevator lift

zipper zip

trash can dustbin

apartment flat

color colour

dialog dialogue

sidewalk pavement

soccer football

freeway motorway

Activity 2. Decide whether these sentences were said by an American or a British person: 

A. I already took the trash out. US □ UK □ 

B. I've got to put some petrol in the car. US □ UK □ 

C. I just spilled wine on my pants. US □ UK □ 

D. Take the elevator up to my apartment. US □ UK □ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wSw3IWRJa0


LISTENING (10') Watch the video and answer the questions:

Activity 3. According to the speaker, what is the related American word to these British words?

A. pavement → sidewalk

B. bin  → waste paper bin

C. glasses → eye glasses

D. squash → racket ball

E. horse riding → horse back riding

Activity 4 

How many parts of the body did the speaker mention in his speech? Tick the ones you hear.

□   head

□   hand

□   leg

□   foot

□   back

□   thigh

□   eye

□   body

□   elbow

□   hip

□   tail

□   arm

AFTER (10')

Activity 4. Choose the  correct vocabulary depending on where the speaker is from. Speaker A 

is British and Speaker B is American. Then read through the text to your partner pretending 

you are a British person or an American person. 

It was getting near lunchtime and I needed some (1) petrol/gas, so I left the (2) 

motorway/freeway and drove towards the nearest town. There was a (3) petrol/gas station just 

outside the town and I decided to stop and have a look round. I put the car in a 

(4) car park/parking lot and took a (5) taxi/cab to the (6)centre/center. It was noon and very 

hot, so I stopped at a little (7) café/diner with tables on the (8) pavement/sidewalk. I started 

talking to a (9) lorry/truck driver, who gave me a history of the town, and afterwards he took me

on a guided tour. It made a nice break.

Speaker A
(British)

1 petrol 2 motorway 3 petrol 4 parking lot 5 taxi

6 centre 7 café 8 pavement 9 pavement

Speaker B
(American)

1 gas 2 freeway 3 gas 4 car 5 cab

6 center 7 diner 8 sidewalk 9 truck


